Chapter 3
Socrates “Disrupts” Conventional Thinking, Methods and Tools
After thirty years of conducting briefings to America's top thought leaders, publicly
debating academians, politicians and business consultants, being the target of
congressional hearings, FBI and CIA investigations, and being grilled on popular talk
shows and in interviews by major media, Sekora contends that perhaps the greatest
obstacle to US survival is conventional thinking.
Conventional thinking, the purveyors of it and the institutionalization of its processes,
systems and practices has distorted and disrupted the very foundation principles of
successful societies. Those basic principles that have been disrupted by US conventional
thinking, systems and practices have enabled societies throughout history to compete,
advance and survive.
Because conventional thinking and the related actions that follow are foremost in
America’s decline and must be rejected, Sekora believes his avoidance of all reference to
conventional language, jargon and phrases is necessary. In this way the process of
understanding Socrates is, to some degree, shielded and disconnected from the distortions
of conventional thinking, methods and tools.
Sekora states:
"If we are associated in any way with conventional thinking, jargon, methods and
tools the intuitive connection is made and bastardizes what we are doing and what
we have."
I generally support this Sekora “rule” but in this section make exception by using the
finance-based terminology, disruptive technology, to illustrate the dichotomy of Socrates
and US conventional thinking.
To address our economic crisis, Team Socrates knew that at some point, preferably early
in the process, they would have to establish a general understanding that stopping the
decline and moving our country forward required a shift to technology-based planning
and decision-making. The process for creating this general understanding is more than
communication and training in new ways to plan. As we learn more about the required
(not optional) shift to technology-based planning, the realization of its impact on literally
every institution, process, system, and tool we use for planning, decision-making and
organization management becomes clear. The conclusion was that this transition process
is not a simple undertaking but requires a permanent, focused and dedicated approach
that systematically disrupts old behaviors to the core and puts in place institutions,
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processes, methods and tools that drive and support new, effective planning and decisionmaking behaviors.
In US business, academic, financial and government institutions the term ”disrupt” in its
various forms (disruption, disrupting, disrupted, disruptive, etc.,) has become part of
conventional jargon. This section provides examples of the impact of Socrates on
conventional beliefs. In these examples the concept of “disruption” as understood in US
conventional thinking is used to illustrate, in their terms, how Socrates makes financebased thinking, methods and tools completely obsolete. As you will see, given the stakes
and as expressed in their terms, Socrates is brutally disruptive.
The following examples start at the very foundation of US conventional finance-based
thinking to illustrate how Socrates “disrupts” that foundation and its supporting pillars of
the marketplace. In the process you will see the vulnerability of our country operating
under these finance-based planning beliefs but also the viability of Socrates as the
solution.
Socrates’ disruption of conventional thinking, beliefs and the practices was inevitable for
several reasons mostly because finance-based organization planning simply does not
work and we are hopefully starting to understand this albeit the hard way. More
fundamentally though is the fact, discussed throughout this book in various contexts, that
technology not finance is the natural and intuitive foundation for human survival and
advancement throughout history and therefore the natural foundation for planning and
decision-making.
Yet today the shift back to technology-based planning and decision-making generates
strong resistance across all US institutions as we continue to tumble downward. The next
section starts at the foundation level of Socrates disruption of finance-based planning and
decision-making. After Socrates destroys the foundation of our nemesis, finance-based
planning and decision-making, the discussion moves to separate sections providing more
specific examples generated through the practices of finance-based planning.
A few of these examples include instances of conventional thought leaders unconsciously
rejecting elements of finance-based planning and decision-making. These instances are
important because they illustrate conventional thought leaders intuitively rejecting
elements of finance-based planning and decision-making only to return to their
conventional beliefs and behaviors without question. The resistance to abandon or even
question status quo is reinforced by institutionalization of finance-based planning and
decision-making in US society. As a result conventional practices that prevent us from
being competitive remain soundly in place and unquestioned.
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Socrates Disrupts the Foundation of Conventional Thinking
The most fundamental disruption by Socrates is at the very foundation of US
conventional thinking and teaching based on the belief that:
Finance-based planning is the natural foundation for organization decisionmaking and management.
The shift from technology to finance-based planning, driven by that fundamental but
flawed belief, set us back decades and prevents US organizations and institutions from
being competitive yet today. The practices developed and followed throughout the US are
founded in finance-based planning. As a result, finance-based planning, so engrained in
our thinking as the foundation of all decision-making, became and remains today the
unspoken, but clearly, the greatest cause of our economic and world leadership decline.
In finance-based planning, financial allocation to maximize profit drives all decisions.
The practices used to maximize organization performance, generally measured in
financial terms, attempts to optimize revenue generation and expense reduction to
maximize profit by manipulating financial resources. Sounds logical but the input used to
manipulate financial resources comes retrospectively from what has already happened or
assumed might happen in the marketplace.
The focus on profit and ROI objectives is not the issue. The problem, as exposed by
Project Socrates, is that financial performance is dependent upon ability to first achieve
and sustain competitive advantage. Without competitive advantage there is no financial
return. This is a very simple but fundamental law found in effective economic, social and
political systems throughout human history.
But the finance-based planning system and practices, ostensibly designed and expected to
guide financial allocation for achievement of profit, skips this critical step – achieve and
sustain competitive advantage. Finance-based planning and decision-making fails in
effectively establishing and maintaining the essential pre-condition – competitive
advantage. As a result US organizations and institutions in all economic, social and
political systems, cannot effectively compete. No matter how much is invested in
economic, social and political system growth and performance initiatives using financebased planning methods and practices, we continue to decline in ability to compete.
Examples of this unbelievable US leadership behavior that decade after decade continues
to waste resources on what we would expect to have been learned as ineffective are
presented throughout this section.
For starters, pure logic tells us that a financial plan cannot be the basis for a competitive
strategy because the basis for all competitive advantage is not finance but rather
technology acquisition and utilization. Financial resource allocation is only an enabler or
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constraint that must be guided by a technology acquisition and utilization plan. The
competitive strategy is then the foundation for financial planning and all other planning
necessary to successfully operate an organization.
But this reverse ordered thinking is what finance-based planning and decision-making
has gotten away with at the highest levels for over fifty-years. The financial allocation
process, in finance-based planning, is based on optimization of the operation to achieve
and sustain desired profit margin, while ignoring the need to first, maximize the
operation’s competitive capability. Without an operation designed, funded and executed
to achieve and sustain competitive advantage, there can be no sustained profit.
Financial optimization of the operation and maximizing competitive advantage are both
essential but must be executed in the proper sequence. The process of maximizing
operational capability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage must come first
(foundational), before financial resources can be properly allocated to the other
organization function, e.g., research, production, product development, marketing, HR,
and etc. In this way financial allocation and deployment of resources are based on what is
necessary to achieve and sustain competitive advantage, which then results in
maximizing profit.
To maximize profit effective financial allocation requires a mechanism or system that
identifies the specific resources and how those resources must be coordinated and
engaged to achieve and sustain competitive advantage. The competitive advantage
achievement and sustaining “mechanism” in-turn guides, logical and precise financial
allocation. Socrates technology-based planning automated innovation system was
designed to provide that mechanism which would be installed underneath organization
functional planning and financial allocation processes.
The technology-based planning mechanism, systematized and automated in Socrates,
exposes all competitive opportunities and/or threats to be addressed. The exposure of all
opportunities and/or threats triggers the process that identifies the competitive maneuvers
that must be conducted to exploit the opportunities and counter the threats. This process
results in a technology strategy. The technology strategy determines the specific
resources that must be deployed in all other organization functions including, research,
production, marketing, operations and HR to conduct the competitive maneuvers required
to achieve the desired competitive outcomes. Planning and execution to “precisely and
specifically” engage these resources dictate resource allocation – the financial plan.
Operating in the dark, conventional finance-based planners assume that their approach
creates competitive advantage. However, conventional methods of finance-based
planning treat technology as simply another budget allocation to maneuver financially in
the marketplace.
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US leaders have become very good at generating short-term profit as business viability
erodes. Our competitors, on the other hand, are making competitive decisions and taking
action well before their products and services enter the marketplace. When competitor
activities emerge in the marketplace where US planners operate exclusively, focused on
financial manipulation, competitors have already achieved competitive advantage and the
competition is over, (more on this later).
In lieu of a concrete foundation for resource allocation, finance-based planning and
decision-making must be based on the only view these planners and decision-makers
have – the marketplace. In conventional finance-based planning, assumptions that guide
resource allocations come from this marketplace view. Resultant plans are laid out in
financial spreadsheets. These financial spreadsheets serve as the basis for “business
plans,” and “budgets” that support organization management.
The US leads the world in finance-based planning thinking, practices, and supporting
tools. The spreadsheets, budgets and business planning practices, leftover from the
industrial age, are relatively static, outdated and unreliable. But nevertheless these
planning instruments are strictly followed even though the world marketplace is a rapidly
changing competitive environment. Finance-based, market-oriented organization
management cannot achieve competitive advantage against technology-based competitors
operating in the technologyspace.
Because finance-based decision-makers have only the marketplace to observe as their
basis for making decisions, their decisions are considered “market constrained.” As a
side note to be discussed in depth later in this section, MBA schools teach “marketorientation” as a management strength. In the meantime Socrates disrupts this “pillar” of
US finance-based planning and MBA school teaching.
The shift to technology-based planning is necessary to remove the constraints and limits
of the marketplace so that planners and decision-makers can properly coordinate critical
resource allocations, of which finance is included, to achieve competitive advantage.
Competitive advantage then, enables maximization of financial returns and overall
business performance in the marketplace. See Figure 1 below:
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Figure 1: The shift to finance-based planning disrupted US ability to compete

Summary of Socrates’ Disruption of Conventional Thinking at the
Foundational Level
In summary, the disruption caused by Socrates is the shift from finance to technology as
the foundation for planning and decision-making. Effective technology strategy that
achieves competitive advantage is a pre-condition of all other planning because without
competitive advantage, there can be no sustained revenue generation for operations.
Technology strategy (competitive strategy)1 must be developed first to guide resource
allocation to carry out business operations. The questions for finance-based planners are:
•

How can resources, starting with financial resources, be effectively allocated to
maximize financial performance without first knowing what and how resources must
be engaged to achieve competitive advantage?

•

How can other required business planning such as marketing, operations, HR and
sales be coordinated and executed without first knowing what and how resources
must be engaged to achieve and sustain competitive advantage?

1

Reminder: Because technology is the source of all competitive advantage, as concluded
through Socrates worldwide research on competitiveness (See Appendix One, Ten
Findings), Technology strategy and competitive strategy are considered synonymous and
are interchangeable throughout the book.
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•

How can any marketplace actions be considered without a technology-based
competitive strategy to achieve and sustain competitive advantage?

Without the ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage through superior
technology acquisition and utilization, the process of financial optimization in resource
allocation has no competitive basis. As a result the organization, whatever the scale, will
not operate to effectively compete. Unable to effectively compete, financial return will
eventually decline after exhausting all financial manipulation tactics, and the aggressor
will overtake and absorb the organization or nation.
The following puts technologyspace and marketplace in perspective:
“Anything that takes place in the marketplace, every factor that we see there,
every problem we encounter and every symptom that develops, is a result of
competitive maneuvering, or lack of competitive maneuvering, in the
technologyspace.”
Once this is accepted it is easy to see how the ongoing conventional solutions, all marketfocused, routinely fail. In addition, here are eight truths that will help distinguish
technology-based planning from finance-based planning:
1. Market viability, profit and ROI are the essence of organization survival, growth and
advancement.
2. We are part of a highly competitive global marketplace consisting of sophisticated,
aggressive technology-based planning competitors.
3. Achievement and sustainment of competitive advantage is a pre-condition to market
viability, profit and ROI.
4. Organizations, institutions, and nations with embedded financial, market-focus
planning and decision-making practices cannot achieve and sustain competitive
advantage.
5. Technology is the source of all competitive advantage (See the Ten Findings in
Appendix One) and therefore the proper basis for all planning, decision-making and
organization management.
6. All competitive advantage is determined in the technologyspace, which exists
underneath the marketplace and determines market results.
7. We must be capable of outmaneuvering competitors in the technologyspace first, for
creating and sustaining competitive advantage in the marketplace – Socrates
Automated Innovation was designed for this purpose.
8. The foundation for all planning, decision-making and organization management is
technology acquisition and utilization in the technologyspace.
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The tendency to embrace conventional finance-based and market-focused methods and
practices is a result of an unconsciously accepted set of flawed premises embedded across
our institutions. This is the institutionalization of finance-based, market-oriented
planning and decision-making that puts our inability to compete on automatic cruise
control.
But because finance-based planning is not natural, even though institutionalized in the
US and among close allies, it is also counter-intuitive. Because it is counterintuitive,
occasional and likely inadvertent challenges to this conventional thinking emerge even
from conventional thought leaders.

Conventional Leaders Intuitively Reject Finance-Based Thinking
This section provides specific examples of some of the most credible US conventional
thought leader’s and their occasional struggles with the institutionalized but ineffective
finance-based planning and decision-making process. In all cases the outcomes are
negative as US conventional thought leaders intuitively but unconsciously reject
conventional wisdom only to be pulled back into the ineffective but comfortable status
quo.

Harvard Professor, Dr. Niall Ferguson, “Leaning in the Right Direction”
Dr. Niall Ferguson, Harvard professor, seems to challenge the conventional belief system
as he testifies on US competitiveness. In many ways Dr. Ferguson appears to support
Project Socrates’ findings and solution, even though he may not be aware of Project
Socrates. While he has not embraced technology-based planning as such, he has
intuitively challenged accepted beliefs about certain parts of finance-based planning that
are obviously unnatural and counter-intuitive. He testifies as follows:2
Symptoms of a Problem
In just four years’ time, according to the International Monetary Fund, the U.S.
economy is likely to be overtaken by China’s, if gross domestic product (GDP) is
calculated on the basis of purchasing power parity. For first time since the 1880s,
the United States will no longer have the world’s largest economy. Nor is that the
only sign that the U.S. economy is suffering relative decline. The U.S. stock
market was heavily outperformed by most emerging markets over the past ten
years. The average annual return for American stocks was 0.5% between 2001
and 2011, compared with 11.4% for emerging market stocks. For ordinary
Americans, as well as for international investors, the past decade has been deeply
2

Niall Ferguson, Laurence A. Tisch Professor of History, Harvard University, Testimony
for the Commerce, Justice, Science Appropriations Subcommittee, March 28, 2012
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disappointing. Between 1999 and 2007 – the year when the financial crisis began
– median household income fell in real terms. It has fallen further since then.
According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, the recession caused by
the financial crisis ended two years ago, but the economy still needs to create an
additional 7 million jobs to get back to pre-recession levels, plus another
5    million to match the continued growth in the labor force. This, despite massive
levels of monetary and fiscal stimulus that have, respectively, trebled the size of
the Fed’s balance sheet and nearly doubled the ration of federal debt to GDP.
Yet only a part of America’s problems today can be blamed on the cyclical
consequences of the financial crisis. This is at root a structural crisis, symptoms
of which were already apparent even before the crisis began.
Two important points come from Dr. Ferguson’s testimony that support the necessary
shift from finance-based, market-focused thinking:
9. Dr. Ferguson considers the list of factors observable in the marketplace as being a list
of symptoms. This observation is consistent with Socrates technology-based planning.
In finance-based planning “symptoms” have traditionally been treated as root
problems or even foundations for developing and managing organization
performance programs or, in this case, national economic improvement initiatives. Dr.
Ferguson looks past this conventional view and sees these “symptoms” for what they
actually are – symptoms. The problem Dr. Ferguson sees with symptoms being treated
as root causes of the US economic crisis is that finance-based decision-makers then
deploy resources to chase marketplace symptoms that can only be solved at the root
where competition takes place. In Socrates, probably unknown to Dr. Ferguson, this
is the technologyspace and the solution is an effective technology strategy.
10. The problem we have that results in these symptoms is structural, as Dr. Ferguson
suggests. We agree with Dr. Ferguson and express our views in this book. The
problem is indeed structural as Project Socrates disclosed decades ago. The general
acceptance and practice of finance-based planning, stranding decision-makers with a
myriad of marketplace symptoms, is a fundamental and structural competitive issue.
But it is not certain that even Dr. Ferguson sees the structural problem from the same
fundamental basis as Socrates determined, i.e., planning and decision-making from
the wrong foundation – finance vs. technology.
The testimony continues making a point about competitiveness consistent with Socrates,
which is also discussed elsewhere in this book3:
Traditionally, economists have tended to measure competitiveness rather
narrowly. Defining the concept in terms of internationally comparable unit labor
costs or even simply in terms of exchange rates, we appear to have nothing to
3

Ibid
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worry about. In fact, since 1980 the U.S. has been one of the most successful
countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) when it comes to controlling unit labor costs.
If the economists’ definition is correct, which it is not as Dr. Fergusson challenges, in that
competitiveness is simply a matter of lower operational costs, specifically labor costs in
this case, and the US is a leader in controlling these costs, why then are we not
competitive?
The case is made once again that economists, using economic/finance-based planning,
define competitive advantage from a finance basis, in terms of unit labor costs in this case.
But keep in mind that since the economist view of everything including competitiveness
is from the marketplace with unlimited factors/symptoms, including unit labor costs, they
can define competitiveness in any way convenient at the time. If the economists’
definition of competitiveness were valid though, as Dr. Ferguson states, the US would
have permanent competitive advantage, as the US has historically been one of the most
successful countries in controlling labor costs.
In this book we discuss the US mindset as being internally focused on operational
efficiency. The assumption is that operational efficiencies that create lower costs of
production automatically increase revenue and therefore create competitive advantage.
Reality though, contradicts these finance-based assumptions. In fact, we are not
competitive because the products and services we deliver most efficiently do not satisfy
customer needs better than competitors. By making our operations more efficient, we
simply become better at producing products and services that do not compete. This is a
perfect example of how finance-based, market-focused planning is flawed to the point of
absurdity and detrimental to US competitiveness. Yet we cling to it like a religion.
In technology-based planning the required maneuvering in the technologyspace provides
the basis for most efficient use of all resources by systematically guiding the allocation of
resources to achieve competitive advantage. But in finance-based planning, economists
believe that efficient manipulation of funds, operational labor costs in this case,
automatically assumes competitive advantage because it ostensibly widens the profit
margin.
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Harvard Professors Porter and Ravkin Support Dr. Ferguson but Remain
Off-Base
From Dr. Ferguson’s testimony we see another list of superficial marketplace factors that
depend on achieving competitive advantage in the technologyspace. Dr. Ferguson cites
writings from Michael Porter and Jan Ravkin of Harvard Business School4:
Lower American wages do not boost U.S. competitiveness. Neither does a cheaper
dollar. A weakened currency makes imports more expensive and discounts the
price of American exports – in essence, it constitutes a national pay cut. Some
steps that reduce firms’ short-term costs, then, actually work against the true
competitiveness of the United States. Whether a nation is competitive hinges
instead on its long-run productivity – that is, the value of goods and services
produced per unit of human, capital, and natural resources. ... Increasing
productivity over the long run should be the central goal of economic policy.
Michael Porter and Jan Ravkin agree at the surface level with both Dr. Ferguson and
what we have determined from Socrates Research: Lower wages do not automatically
boost US competitiveness. Lower wages are simply another superficial factor determined
by the requirements of the technology strategy and not a starting point for creating
competitive advantage. Porter and Ravkin though, are stuck in conventional financebased planning and decision-making at the superficial level unable to see the issue at its
foundational/structural level – finance vs. technology based planning and decisionmaking.
Their superficial view produces another point of contention. For the same reasons as
discussed above on operational efficiency as a foundation for competitiveness,
“productivity” also cannot be a foundation for competitive advantage as Porter and
Ravkin conclude in their statement: “Whether a nation is competitive hinges instead on
its long-run productivity.”
To be clear, productivity is an important factor (symptom or objective) but is not the
foundation for competitive advantage as Porter and Ravkin suggest. The productivity
argument again assumes that cost (finance-based decision-making) is the only factor in
competitive advantage and that productivity is the way to lower cost. Both parts of this
assumption are invalid based on three indisputable facts:
11. Socrates’ in-depth research of all competition worldwide concluded that technology is
the single source of all competitive advantage. As a factor in organization ability to
compete, the level of productivity is determined by the organization’s ability to
acquire and utilize technology for competitive advantage. Even when productivity is
4

Ibid 13 page 61
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at maximum level, an organization may not be delivering products and services that
compete. Therefore productivity may be one factor in supporting competitive
advantage but a nation’s ability to compete does not “hinge on its long-run
productivity.” Reaching and sustaining a competitive level of productivity hinges
instead on the ability to acquire and use technology better than competitors in the
satisfaction of human needs. Once an organization meets the competitive
requirements through execution of an effective technology strategy, increases in
productivity will be relevant as a force multiplier of operational performance. But
productivity improvement remains irrelevant until the operation is made competitive
through superior capability to acquire and utilize technology in the satisfaction of
human needs.
12. The subsequent history of Socrates under actual market conditions proved that
Socrates is the solution to sustained competitiveness, the precondition to operational
effectiveness including productivity.
13. The overwhelming performance of technology-based economies that produce
products and services that satisfy human needs better than competitors consistently,
throughout history including our own country’s history before its transition to
finance-based planning, win in the marketplace.
As we have illustrated, building products that have competitive advantage is the real key
and the only path for restoring US competitiveness. Productivity is only important when
our operational processes deliver products that compete in the marketplace. Again the
question becomes, “What good is being more productive and more efficient at producing
products and services that do not compete?”
Further, “the value of goods and services produced per unit of human, capital and
natural resources,” as Porter and Ravkin continue, is actually dictated by the
effectiveness of the overall technology strategy. The technology strategy then, is the
driver for economic policy not productivity, as the writers inaccurately conclude.
Technology strategies that achieve and sustain competitive advantage are the true basis
for national economic policy.
The technology strategy is developed and executed from the technologyspace and is then,
the natural driver for subsequent policy, planning and decision-making. We must make
this shift in thinking if we are to restore US competitiveness.
What happens next when our leaders and business advisors continue to operate from
finance-based planning and are able to view only the numerous factors of the marketplace
is counter-productive. Their approach attempts to isolate and address the superficial
factors of the marketplace without first developing the foundational
technology/competitive strategy. Without the foundational competitive strategy these
numerous factors of the marketplace cannot be coordinated and addressed in a plan. It is
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like trying to navigate the ocean in a boat without a rudder. Every wave and wind change
is equivalent to the myriad marketplace factors. But with a rudder in place as the vessels
guiding mechanism, navigation is relatively simple and straightforward.
Michael Porter and Jan Ravkin’s testimony goes on to list seventeen marketplace
“macroeconomic and microeconomic variables for restoring US competitiveness:”5
14. macroeconomic policy: soundness of government budgetary, interest rate, and
monetary policies
15. effectiveness of the political system: ability of the government to pass effective
laws
16. protection of physical and intellectual property rights and lack of corruption
17. efficiency of legal framework: modest legal costs; swift adjudication
18. complexity of the national tax code
19. K-12 education system: universal access to high-quality education; curricula
that prepare students for productive work
20. logistics infrastructure
21. communications infrastructure
22. high-quality universities
23. context for entrepreneurship: availability of capital for high quality ideas;
ease of setting up new businesses; lack of stigma for failure
24. availability of skilled labor
25. flexibility in hiring and firing of workers
26. innovation infrastructure
27. regulation: Effective and predictable regulations without unnecessary burden
on firms
28. strength of clusters: geographic concentrations of related firms
29. quality of capital markets: ease of firm access to appropriate capital, capital
allocated to most profitable investments
30. sophistication of firm management and operations
Constrained by the market-focus of finance-based planning and traditional economic
models, this list is simply another of many such lists coming from US thought leaders
that have some merit in identifying marketplace factors (referred to as symptoms by Dr.
Ferguson) that will be addressed but attempt to do so without a guiding foundation. That
foundation is an authentic competitive strategy. 6 Project Socrates provided the means to
5

Ibid 13 page 61
Reminder footnote: Because technology is the source of all competitive advantage, as
concluded through Socrates worldwide research on competitiveness (See Appendix One,
Ten Findings), technology strategy and competitive strategy are considered synonymous
and are interchangeable throughout the book.
6
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make the foundational shift by executing technology-based planning through automated
innovation. It is carried out in the technologyspace operating underneath the marketplace.

Socrates Dismisses Dr. Christensen’s “Disruptive Technology”
Professor Clayton Christensen, Harvard University, is credited with discovering
“disruptive technology,” and published a book on it in 1997, The Innovator's Dilemma:
When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail. The concept of disruptive
technology is to introduce new technology into the marketplace, “disrupting” the status
quo and negating all other competitor perceived advantages.
The “innovator’s dilemma,” is the subject of the next example and although receives
high praise among US technology elitists offers little more than a basis for consulting
services rendered to uninformed business managers. The “dilemma” in Dr. Christensen’s
innovator’s dilemma is whether to shift resources toward defending against the incoming
disruptive technology or to keep resources focused on current revenue generating
products and services that may eventually be made obsolete.
Before we discuss Christensen’s disruptive technology/innovation or the innovator’s
dilemma, we must clear up a potential point of confusion. Wikipedia, generally a very
useful source, has complicated the explanation of disruptive technology/innovation and
must be corrected before we move on. Here Wikipedia’s explanation of the concept that
attempt to differentiate disruptive technology and disruptive innovation:7
“The term "disruptive technology" has been widely used as a synonym of
"disruptive innovation", but the latter is now preferred, because market
disruption has been found to be a function usually not of technology itself but
rather of its changing application.”
To avoid confusion from the point Wikipedia tries to make in the quote above, (“market
disruption has been found to be a function usually not of technology itself but rather of
its changing application,”) this statement is false indicating a lack of understanding of
technology. The confusion, at least in part, results from Dr. Christensen and Wikipedia’s
view of technology from the marketplace rather than the technologyspace. The
marketplace view defines technology in term of its application to a business model. From
the technologyspace view, the laws of physics correctly define technology not its
application. Please review The Four Dimensions of Technologyspace in the section
titled, The Heart of the Solution – Technologyspace, in Chapter 2.
The fact is that “changing the application” of technology is simply a natural attribute
common in all technology. This attribute is a function of technology made possible by the
7

Wikipedia, Disruptive innovation
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laws of physics. The change in application does not change the technology because the
laws of physics that define the technology remain the same regardless of the application.
The capability of technology to cross multiple applications is an attribute that broadens
the function of a technology not to be separated from the technology itself. This attribute
of technology defines the “capability dimension” of the technologyspace governed only
by the laws of physics, not market application.
Continuing with Dr. Clayton Christensen, one of the "world's top management thinkers"
according to his website, the following discussion puts his disruptive technology a.k.a.,
disruptive innovation in proper perspective.
For years market-based planners, venture capitalists (VCs) for example, have used the
phrase disruptive technology/innovation to describe a strategy for rapidly opening up and
penetrating markets. Start-ups typically strive to “disrupt the marketplace” using
advanced technology in products that radically change market status quo.
In disruptive innovation/technology a competitor disrupts the marketplace by introducing
technology that increases product or service capabilities that satisfy customer needs better
than the other products or services available. Disruptive innovation throws competitors
off balance and is especially difficult for finance-based, market-oriented planners to
respond as in the eyes of conventional planner’s disruptive technology maneuvers appear
to come out of nowhere. It follows then that US conventional thinkers generally view
technology innovation as unpredictable, occurring coincidentally and therefore, cannot be
planned, managed or defended against until it is too late. This borders on insanity but is a
reality in the US and many allied countries that coincidently are declining with no end to
the downward plunge in sight.
Venture capitalists may have mixed feelings hearing that their disruptive technology, so
important in making decisions on which ventures to invest, is actually very predictable
and easily defended against by technology-based planners. On the one hand competing in
the US marketplace against other finance-based, market-oriented competitors, the
concept of disruptive technology may remain an effective approach for the time being.
But on the other hand as more and more technology-based planning competitors enter the
domestic marketplace, success ratios will continue to drop for VCs who rely on
disruptive technology as a key investment decision criterion. Venture capitalists who
make the shift to technology-based planning and possess the proper tools have a decisive
advantage.
Dr. Christensen's dedication to his work is appreciated across all continents, and his
accomplishments in the conventional world are admirable. He would without doubt
embrace technology-based planning if properly exposed.
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However, Dr. Christensen's acceptance and wide influence in support of conventional
planning methods, finance-based and market-oriented, adds to the problem of declining
US competitiveness.
The following excerpt from BusinessWeek’s Tom Keene’s interview with Dr. Clayton
Christensen in early 2013 illustrates a general lack of understanding of competition in the
21st century world marketplace at the highest academic levels. When Tom Keene asked,
"Why is it so hard for senior managers to spot a threat (disruptive innovation)?" Dr.
Christensen responds:
“There’s a fundamental problem about the world, which is that data is only
available about the past. If you wait until the data is clear that you’re getting
disrupted, you’re going to be taking action when the game is over.”8
Dr. Christensen is stuck in the conventional retroactive marketplace view of the world:
31. First of all, the data on so-called disruptive technology is available in real-time
from idea generation through research and development way before the product is
release into the marketplace.
32. Second, since the data is available during the entire process from idea generation,
through development and release into the marketplace, there is no reason to make
decisions on past data after the fact, i.e., getting disrupted and taking action when
the game is over.
Coming from the traditional finance-based planning constrained with only a market-view,
Dr. Christensen and followers cannot see where competition is actually taking place and
therefore only see the resulting data including actual products, new product features and
services when it surfaces and therefore, disrupts the marketplace. From this viewpoint
managers and the experts who advise them are unable to make accurate competitive
decisions.
Dr. Christensen's response to the question may have been better advice if he had been
better informed from the technologyspace and simply said:
Managers cannot spot potential threats because they are not looking in the right
place, where competition takes place and the data is available - the
technologyspace.
Socrates enabled planners and decision-makers to access the data Dr. Christensen says
does not appear until it is too late, well before the marketplace is disrupted. Data at each
8

Tom Keene, Tom Keene Talks to Harvard's Clayton Christensen, BusinessWeek Global
Economics, January 3rd, 2013
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step of the innovation process is available in real-time and can be tracked and analyzed
well before the ensuing competitor products bearing technology innovations appear in the
marketplace. Socrates has done this systematically for thirty years dating back to the
1980s with incredible results.
In the finance-based and market-focused belief system technology innovation by
competitors is unpredictable, happens swiftly and is only visible after the technology has
been launched into the marketplace. In this belief system competitor innovation is
surprising, without warning and almost always disruptive.
Since technology innovation is not something that takes place overnight and the data
progression can be gathered, analyzed and tracked well before it is in the marketplace, no
reason exists that technology innovation should ever be disruptive.
The data available in the technologyspace using the tools developed in Socrates exposes
all competitors, their individual technology strategies, the exact disruptive maneuvers
they are planning, the organization’s vulnerabilities and the maneuvers required to avoid
the disruption.
One of the biggest problems for the US is that our most revered advisors and thought
leaders are stuck in a belief system that simply has not worked for decades. And this
belief system, created through an anomaly in the first place, permeates our social,
economic and political systems and institutions. US thought leaders must step back and
take another look at what they have been doing and then make changes in their thinking
for the good of the country.

Dr. Christensen’s Innovator’s Dilemma is “Self-Inflicted”
Conventional thinking and resulting behaviors create an innovator’s dilemma. But the
dilemma is self-inflicted by the embedded practices of finance-based planning and
market-orientation. Socrates disrupts this self-infliction of the innovator’s dilemma.
In his book The Innovator's Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to
Fail, Dr. Clayton Christensen, Harvard University, concluded that by putting too much
emphasis on customers' current needs companies fail to adopt new technology that will
meet customer requirements of the future. This failure causes these companies to
eventually fall behind.
This dilemma is self-inflicted and absolutely avoidable.
The innovator’s dilemma is an extended story of disruptive technology/innovation. Here
is what is actually happening that has led to the inadvertent discovery of the innovator’s
dilemma.
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Aggressive technology-based competitors, operating in technologyspace to create and
sustain competitive advantage, find glaring opportunities that disrupt finance-based
market-oriented managements. These competitors isolate a customer segment, “punch a
hole” using technology unavailable to competitors, and then generate competitive
advantage in satisfaction of one or more human needs. From this foothold these
technology-based planners can expand in any direction desired.
This is how Japanese companies, Honda in the following example, entered the US
automotive market. The disruption with new innovation aimed at a specific customer
segment enabled a competitor, like Honda, to isolate and capture a segment of the market
previously owned by the industry’s leading company(s). The leading companies in this
case, GM, Ford and Chrysler were willing to give up a portion of this customer segment,
purchasing low-end economy cars, because profit margins were not as good as the
margins in other segments. So why bother? From a financial planning perspective the
cost of defending that low margin segment was more than letting it go and then simply
plowing more money into high-margin products. This “static” financial maneuver in the
marketplace allocated more funds to the high-end, high-margin segment with the
expectation that it would more than offset the projected loss of revenue from the low-end
low-margin segment.
The beachhead established by the Japanese car company, positioned Honda and other
Japanese car companies to systematically expand through superior technology acquisition
and utilization to satisfy additional customer needs across other market segments.
Japanese car companies were easily outcompeting US companies in the technologyspace
while industry leaders, GM, Ford and Chrysler, remained preoccupied in manipulating
the economics. Their decision to address the dilemma was purely economic driven to
hold onto high margin market segments at the expense of, what would be, and expanding
loss of competitiveness in all auto segments.
Technology-based competitors, like Honda, take over industry after industry through
coherent near-, mid-, and long-term technology strategies while US companies respond
economically and watch their share of market disappear.
An article by Paul B. Farrell recently posted in MarketWatch9 features two of the greatest
“conventional” business thinkers in the world. Again Dr. Clayton Christensen takes
center stage with Andy Grove, renowned ex-CEO of Intel.
Excerpts from Mr. Farrell’s posting and comments on Dr. Christensen’s disruptive
innovation and innovator’s dilemma follow:

9

Paul B. Farrell, Capitalism is So Broken it Can’t be Fixed, MarketWatch, Feb 23, 2013.
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“The story really begins with Christensen’s theory of innovation. In a Wired
article Jeff Howe said back in 1997 “Clayton Christensen changed business
thinking forever. ‘The Innovator’s Dilemma’ looked at industries ranging from
disk drives to steel to mechanical excavators and exposed a surprising
phenomenon.”
“When big companies fail, it’s often not because they do something wrong but
because they do everything right. Successful businesses ... are trained to focus on
what he calls sustaining innovations — innovations at the profitable, high end of
the market, making things incrementally bigger, more powerful, and more
efficient.” But “this leaves companies vulnerable to the disruptive innovations
that emerge in the murky, low-margin bottom of the market.”
This “surprising phenomenon” Dr. Christensen discovered and the conclusions reached
illustrate the wide-breadth of finance-based, market-constrained thinking in America
providing further evidence of why we are unable to compete. The conventional approach
engrained at the highest levels of US thought leaders set up companies for astute
technology-based planners who have, for decades, been executing isolation and flanking
maneuvers through what Dr. Christensen finally glimpsed and named “disruptive
innovation.” This scenario, repeated many thousands of times on US companies, led to
this unnecessary self-inflicted innovator’s dilemma. Generally oblivious to technologybased planning, US leaders consistently choose the economic path in addressing the
dilemma.
In Mr. Farrell’s article, we see at least three areas where Socrates disrupted the
conventional thinking and teachings of so-called, disruptive innovation and the
innovator’s dilemma:
33. Disruptive Innovation (Technology), dismissed by Socrates as described above, leads
to another related discovery of flawed conventional thinking, The Innovator’s
Dilemma. To paraphrase a Sekora quote, these false conclusions based on superficial
data produce invalid solutions that end up being hailed as major breakthroughs.
They are misleading and cause major setbacks in US competitiveness.
34. The Innovator’s Dilemma, like disruptive innovation, is self-inflicted because of US
planners’ inability or unwillingness to shift from finance to technology-based
planning. The result is that US planner/innovators are stranded at the market level
where they try in vain to compete following flawed but institutionalized financebased, market-focused training, practices and methods supported in MBA education.
35. MBA schools actually do more harm to the US economy than good, as even Dr.
Christensen infers in the article, but certainly a conclusion supported by Socrates
findings.
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The third area is perhaps the most dangerous of the three areas Mr. Farrell brought out in
his article and is thoroughly presented in the section below, MBA Schools Do More
Harm than Good.
In the example presented by Mr. Farrell though, the disruption was at the lower end
customer segment, but in reality an isolation and flanking maneuver can be aimed at any
customer segment. Sony, another astute Japanese technology-based planning company,
penetrated the TV market at the high end. This was an isolation and flanking maneuver
which Dr. Christensen and followers would call disruptive innovation.
The target for an isolation maneuver is actually selected by determining which segment is
most vulnerable to technology innovation to achieve competitive advantage and has
greatest potential payoff through expansion. Technology-based planners can identify
these vulnerabilities very easily and can even project the defensive maneuvers that
competitors are likely to conduct.
In technology-based planning potential payoff is a key factor in selecting the segment to
exploit but is not simply measured in terms of immediate financial ROI and profit.
Technology-based planning companies, with an unlimited view of the technologyspace,
have the ability to maneuver far in advance so that potential payoff is not only measured
near-term but mid- and long-term as well. With this capability, selecting the initial
market segment to exploit takes into consideration which segment(s) will enable widest
expansion most expeditiously while expending the least resources.

Open Innovation as Practiced is Obsolete
The popular concept of Open Innovation illustrates another example of how Socrates
disrupts conventional thinking. Dr. Henry Chesbrough promotes Open Innovation,
another traditional tool for technology innovation that many US companies with only a
market view of technology and competition use. The Open Innovation website at the
University of California Berkeley describes and applies Open Innovation through the
Berkeley Innovation Forum as follows10:
Open Innovation: the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to
accelerate innovation. With knowledge now widely distributed, companies cannot
rely entirely on their own research, but should acquire inventions or intellectual
property from other companies when it advances the business model.
The Berkeley Innovation Forum is a membership organization hosted by Dr.
Henry Chesbrough and the Program in Open Innovation. In brief, the Berkeley
Innovation Forum is a community of innovation leaders that meet to exchange
10

Haas School of Business University of California Berkeley, Program in Open
Innovation
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ideas, issues, and practices in innovation management, and to fund research of
interest to the group. Through an environment of non-competing companies, BIF
members explore new ways to advance the management of innovation by
engaging openly with one another.
Before Socrates, when no way existed to systematically map the total technologyspace,
open innovation as practiced by the Berkeley Innovation Forum may have had a useful
purpose in its present form, i.e., capturing and using “purposive inflows and outflows of
knowledge to accelerate innovation.” But Socrates automates the entire process of open
innovation, shifts the data collection source from “expert opinion” to automated factbased research and provides additional functionality that makes open innovation as
practiced today inefficient, extremely limited in scope and depth and therefore obsolete.
Socrates displays the entire universe of technology or any slice as defined by the end item
purpose. The widely distributed knowledge acquired and used in open innovation
sessions is only a minor part of the total data required and therefore possesses large
discontinuity gaps. These sessions are then not reliable against mature technology-based
planning systems of our world competitors. System Socrates automatically captures the
full range of all data required and available, and then maps it for analysis.
Socrates goes much further by providing far more than the distributive knowledge aspect
of open innovation. In Socrates, users see the universe of technology for any slice in its
totality, as it is in reality not limited by expert opinion and conjecture.
The technologyspace is not static but constantly changing as the players in
technologyspace execute their maneuvers for competitive advantage. As discussed above,
if you are not operating in the technologyspace you are blind to the maneuvers of your
competitors and potential partners as well, rendering you competitively vulnerable in the
marketplace.
A Socrates-generated view from the technologyspace has enabled us to see all possible
cross-pollinations well beyond the limits of expert input groups of any size and any
diversity. Socrates maps all technologies available and required for any end item, at any
scale exposing where the technologies are active and how scientists, researchers and
planners are using them for any purpose anywhere in the world. The fact that
technologyspace structure and capability dimensions are based on the laws of physics, a
closed data set, means that there are no discontinuities, eliminating conjecture, ambiguity
and probability that we get from traditional open innovation sessions.
Open Innovation as practiced today is obsolete. However, the teams that currently
sponsor and manage open innovation sessions could instead access Socrates to
accomplish and significantly enhance the function of consolidating and applying
distributed knowledge much more comprehensively, efficiently, with greater speed and
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with better accuracy. With the Technologyspace Map® and Navigation Tool®, these
teams would take on the higher-level role of developing and managing strategy to
achieve and deliver their ultimate goals.

MBA Schools Do More Harm than Good
The degree of institutionalization of finance-based planning in America is overwhelming.
At this point permanent transition back to the natural foundation for decision-making,
technology-based planning, through America’s thought leaders and institutional
operations may be too great a task in the short amount of time we have. In the meantime
our education institutions serve to support the flawed practices of planning and decisionmaking in the US reinforcing the downward spiral.
To Dr. Christensen’s credit though, according to Jeff Howe of Wired11, Dr. Christensen
suggested in his research resulting in The Innovator’s Dilemma that big companies that
“do everything right” are actually being trained to make them vulnerable to disruptive
innovation by competitors, inflicting the innovator’s dilemma. Dr. Christensen’s
observation here appears to be one of those cases where a thought leader had an insight
about conventional planning being flawed, but failed to follow through and eventually
drifted back to the comfort zone of conventional thinking.
It may be surprising that the simplistic approach to business as exposed in the following
article as flawed is considered a revelation especially since our leaders have been trained
and have followed this conventional approach for decades only to have so many failings,
industry after industry. Yet MBA schools, led by Dr. Christensen’s Harvard, continue to
turn out business leaders with Harvard MBAs trained in the fallacies of finance-based
planning and market orientation, the source of the innovator’s dilemma and self-inflicted
disruptive innovation.
If we make only one point in this book, that a fundamental shift from finance-based,
market oriented planning to authentic technology-based planning is imperative, we will
have made a huge leap forward in our ability as a nation to compete in the world
marketplace. As Dr. Christensen infers and Socrates has proven, our leaders in every
sector are literally trained to be non-competitive. That is one reason we have been
declining and will continue to decline until we make that shift back to authentic
technology-based planning, we are retrained and technology-based planning is reinstitutionalized.

11

Ibid 20, Page 71
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Here is a short story that illustrates the point12:
This true story involves an intricate look at technology-based planning via automated
innovation, which delivered the technology strategy you are about to see. Readers may
find the walkthrough of an authentic technology strategy taxing and some have suggested
leaving it out of the book or at least “simplifying” it. But most Americans have never
experienced a true technology/competitive strategy making it hard to imagine the
thoroughness required to address the complexities of achieving and sustaining
competitive advantage in todays world marketplace. For that reason and the fact that this
approach must become routine in America if we are to preserve our status in the world,
you are encouraged to walkthrough the following scenario that includes a summary of an
authentic technology strategy. Rest assured though that Socrates Generation-3 makes the
actual process of developing and managing technology strategy in real life relatively
simple and straightforward.
It is my sincere hope that leaders of US and allied organizations in all sectors, industry,
academia, capital markets and government learn from this example and take action to
begin the massive transformation that must take place.
The company was Kodak. In the mid-1990s Kodak hired Sekora and team to develop a
technology strategy for Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging Systems (DTMIS) among
other initiatives. The team created a Technologyspace Map® for each initiative to guide
technology strategy development and execution. As you will see, the resulting technology
strategy developed for DTMIS by Sekora and team would enable Kodak to achieve and
sustain industry dominance in the inevitable transition to DTMIS while simultaneously
protecting their traditional leadership in film as it declined and phased out.
An early finding was that instead of one competitor, as the MBA analysis had suggested
after looking only at competing products existing in the marketplace, the Socrates map
revealed twenty-two. The map further laid out all short, mid- and long-term technology
strategies of each competitor. The twenty-two competitors were executing or preparing to
execute twenty-seven offensive and defensive maneuvers. The Socrates Threat Report
laid out competitor maneuvers in detail. Here is a summary from the detailed Threat
Report of the competitive maneuvers being conducted or in planning against Kodak:
Technology Frontal Offensives – Three competitors were executing frontal offensives
going head-to-head with Kodak in its reign over the film market:
•

AT&T – high-level threat because of their significant resources; attacking using
leading fiber optic technology

12

Michael Sekora, Fortune 50 Clients, Quadrigy, Inc. files, 1990 through early 2000
period
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•
•

Pioneer – medium-level threat; attacking using GEO satellite technology
Hewlett-Packard – low-level threat; attacking via fiber optic technology, but not
nearly with the capability of AT&T

Technology Flank Offensive – Three competitors were conducting flanking maneuvers
(disruptive technology in conventional speak) using unexpected technology with superior
capability to satisfy one or more customer needs designed to knock Kodak off balance:
•
•
•

Hughes/JVC – high-level threat; flanking by using CRT LCD projector technology,
which is the leading performer
Schneider – medium-level of threat; attempting to flank using laser acousto-optic
projector technology
New Visual Entertainment – low-level of threat; attempting to flank via development
of high risk 3-D DTMIS technology

Technology Envelopment Offensive – Competitors were planning fourteen
envelopment maneuvers (four considered high-level) to squeeze Kodak between multiple
fronts. For example, one of these maneuvers was attacking Kodak’s ability to excel in
customer needs satisfaction for picture sharpness, brightness and resolution – three
different fronts:
•
•
•
•

Hughes/JVC – high-level threat; leading projector technology for sharpness,
brightness, and resolution
Mitsubishi – high-level threat; multiple applications of DTMIS in business and
leisure
Time Warner – high-level threat; multiple transmission technologies for DTMIS
Heinrich Hertz Institute – high-level threat; multiple DTMIS technologies

Technology Encirclement Offensive – Nine encirclement offensives (five considered
high level) were being planned or executed to lock Kodak out of key technologies needed
to sustain competitive advantage in their traditional areas of strengths:
•
•
•
•
•

Sony – highest level of threat; possesses technology for complete technology path;
many technologies were world leading
CINENET – highest level of threat; possesses technology for complete technology
path; possess strong technologies in entire technology path
Matsushita – high level of threat; possesses most of the required technology for
technology path; some technologies were world leading
Mitsubishi – high level threat; possesses most of required technology for technology
path; forming alliances for acquisition of leading technologies
Philips – high level threat; possesses most technologies required for complete
technology path; possess significant technology in some areas of technology path
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Technology Mobility Offensive – Twenty-five mobility maneuvers (five considered
high level) brought existing technology into the competition from outside considered
beyond the reach of Kodak:
•
•
•
•
•

Pacific Bell – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in fiber optic telecom
technology; possess extensive fiber optic net already in use
AT&T – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in fiber optic telecom
technology; possess leading edge fiber optic technology
Hitachi – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in broadcast technology;
possess extensive technology for broadcast capture, transmitting and display
Hughes – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in GEO satellite telecom
technology; possess leading technology and experience
Time Warner – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in multiple telecom
technologies; one of the largest transmission operations in US at the time

Technology Isolation Offensive – Sixteen isolation maneuvers (2 considered high level)
were being planned or executed to establish footholds in Kodak’s business that would
then be used to expand into other market segments:
•
•

Sony – high-level threat; executing two technology isolation maneuvers – digital
cameras and digital sound systems
Toshiba – high-level threat; executing tightly focused effort on customer need of
“variety of sources”

Technology Flank Position Defensives – Two flanking defensive maneuvers were being
planned and executed to undercut Kodak’s areas of strength:
•
•

Dolby Labs – high-level threat; possess leading technology in digital audio for
theaters
British Telecom – medium-level threat; attempting to develop its own DTMIS system
technology independent of CINENET

Technology Monitoring and Positioning Alliance Defensives – Competitors were
conducting three monitoring and positioning defensives to provide maximum lead-time
for integration of their technology into DTMIS:
•
•
•

Dolby Labs – medium-level threat; monitoring DTMIS to ensure that Dolby Labs
technology is integrated into DTMIS
AMC – low-level threat; monitoring DTMIS technology developments and gauging
interests of movie studios as an indicator of market potential for their technology
Virgin – low-level threat; monitoring DTMIS technology developments and gauging
quality of image projection
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From a market view and finance-based foundation Kodak could not see any of this
coming. The MBAs were looking at their existing capabilities on existing film
technology that was superior to the only competitor they thought they had while
assuming they were safely protected by their patents and copyrights. From that view they
would simply continue to manipulate funds, ride the film technology cash cow and
maximize ROI. In their naïve arrogance they were convinced that the industry would
never go digital.
What Sekora presented opened up a whole new picture. The technology strategy laid out
all the threats one by one, validated them and then showed how to counter each of these
competitor maneuvers. This holistic technology strategy not only provided the defensive
maneuvers required, but just as important it presented Kodak’s offensive maneuvers that
assured competitive advantage against all rivals individually in the near-, mid- and longterm. Through this strategy, Kodak would have retained film industry leadership as long
as that technology was relevant while managing the transition to digital and then
systematically dominating that industry – Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging Systems.
The specific maneuvers of the technology strategy to counter competitor threats, maintain
competitive advantage in the near-term, achieve and then sustain competitive advantage
in the mid- and long-term are summarized as follows:
Kodak Technology Strategy (Summary)
Four concentric spheres of technology maneuvers each directed against a different target
but all centered on ultimately achieving these objectives:
•
•
•

Fully exploit the current film industry which Kodak historically dominated
Manage the industry’s transition to digital
Establish Kodak as the dominant player in Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging
Systems (DTMIS).

Four spheres and targets:
Present Sphere: Enhance and protect leadership in current film-oriented industry
against DTMIS technology inroads.
Near-Term Sphere: Establish numerous "independent" footholds in DTMIS.
Mid-Term Sphere: Leverage footholds into strong DTMIS industry team.
Long-Term Sphere: Establish Kodak as the dominant player in DTMIS.
Kodak was to execute all four spheres of the technology maneuvers simultaneously in a
cumulative fashion. Each sphere provided a competitive advantage independently while
supporting the achievement of the final objective. The execution process would not allow
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competitors to see Kodak’s four-sphere strategy as in unfolded which would otherwise
enable them to disrupt Kodak's achievement of final objective.
Each sphere consisted of multiple offensive and defensive technology maneuvers and
constant monitoring and re-positioning. Each competitor maneuver, being planned or
executed, was identified in advance and countered.
Present Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Enhance film technology & "protect" against
DTMIS technology to fully exploit current state of “film” oriented industry
The objective of Present Sphere technology maneuvers was to manage the industry's
transition from film to DTMIS such that it is most advantageous for Kodak. Managing
the industry’s inevitable transition to DTMIS consisted of a series of straightforward
technology acquisition and utilization maneuvers that would take advantage of Kodak’s
current leadership in film technology while establishing and fortifying its capability to
dominate DTMIS at a time most beneficial to Kodak.
This set of actions in the Present Sphere enhanced existing film technology abilities to
keep it viable as long as possible while simultaneously:
•
•
•

Monitoring the viability of DTMIS to enable Kodak to know when to transition from
film to DTMIS
Positioning Kodak to most effectively transition into DTMIS
Generating funds to assist Kodak in its transition into DTMIS (i.e. the next sphere)

For Kodak to generate maximum profits in the present, it had to exploit its present
technology base (i.e., film technology) as long as possible but transition to DTMIS before
the cost of entry into the new technology became substantial.
Technology Maneuvers:
•
•

Continue present R&D efforts in film enhancement
Execute Monitoring-positioning technology alliance defensive maneuvers for:
• AMLCD projectors – TAO/Shonan Inst of Tech/Chiba U
• CRT projectors – Barco, Ampro, & NEC
• CRT driven LCD projectors – Hughes/JVC, Ampro, Barco, Simac
• AMLCD projectors – Hughes
• CRT displays – Mitsubishi (Diamond Vision Mark series)
• DMD projectors – TI, Sony, Digital Projection, sVision
• Laser acousto-optic projectors – Sony, LDT, LaserCreation, COLOR & Samsung
• Laser array projectors – Laser Power Corp., Boeing
• Laser CRT projectors – Principia/P.N. Lebedev
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LED displays – Mitsubishi, HP, Lighthouse
Organic LED displays – Idemitsu, ATRI, Princeton, & Yamagata U
Polymer dispersed LC projectors – Mitsubishi, Sharp, NHK, Sumitomo, Science
U, Raychem, Adv Displays
• The Electronic Cinema Study Group
• The Hollywood Studios
• Satellite Transmission – Hughes Network Systems
• Complete DTMIS Systems – eCinemaNet, iFilm Network, Globix, Tribeca,
Microsoft, Panasonic, Sony, Quantel and NTT
Execute a Technology mobility defense maneuver using TI/Kodak’s non-cinemagrade DMD technology for Cinesite
•
•
•

•

Near-Term Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Establish numerous "independent"
footholds in DTMIS
Without appearing to be pursuing DTMIS, Kodak established within DTMIS a strong
beachhead that would be difficult to counter. First would be to execute four technology
isolation offensives, which would establish four independent footholds in DTMIS for:
•
•
•
•

Image digitization
Digital movie cameras and visual recorders
Digital signal projectors
Digital audio

Once Kodak established the initial four footholds, a second set of maneuvers would
execute two separate technology encirclement offensives on either end of the DTMIS
technology path. The two technology encirclement offensives then would become one
technology envelopment offensive for the entire DTMIS technology path.
These two sets of maneuvers weakened the technology encirclement offensives of some
of Kodak’s most dangerous competitors while establishing an impenetrable beachhead
for Kodak within DTMIS from which they could launch further expansion across all
DTMIS market opportunities.
Technology Maneuvers:
•

•

Image digitization
• Execute technology isolation offensive using Philip’s Spirit Data Scanner
technology.
• Execute technology alliance with Rainmaker for “DataLab” technology.
Digital movie cameras and visual recorders
• Execute technology alliance with Ikegami for development of non-integrated
digital movie camera and visual recorder technology.
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Use Ikegami/Kodak technology to execute technology flank attack and technology
isolation maneuver against Sony’s & Hitachi’s integrated digital cameras.
• Execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defense against Panavision
and Arri for their non-integrated digital movie cameras.
Digital projectors
• First, aggressively expand technology alliance with Texas Instruments for
cinema-grade DMD projector technology.
• Use TI/Kodak technology to execute technology flank attack against Sony’s &
Digital Projection’s non-cinema-grade DMD projector.
• Next, execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defense with Silicon
Light Machines, Iridigm and Etalon for projector technology.
• If viable, execute Technology alliance with Silicon Light Machines for GLV
projector, Iridigm or Etalon for interferometric modulator projector.
• Use SLM, Iridigm, Eatlon and Kodak technology to execute a technology flank
attack against Sony and Digital Projection’s cinema-grade DMD projector.
Digital audio
• First, execute technology alliance for Dolby’s Surround Sound technology.
• Second, launch technology flank attacks against Sony’s SDDS system technology
and Digital Theater Systems’ DTS technology.
•

•

•

Mid-Term Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Leverage footholds into a strong DTMIS
team
Expand from beachhead to building a complete DTMIS team, which is able to encircle
the DTMIS technologyspace and block competitors from competing.
Expansion would be achieved through the execution of six technology alliances that
would bring DTMIS technology to Kodak that was out of reach for competitors. These
maneuvers are called technology mobility offensives enabling the Kodak team to execute
a technology encirclement of the entire DTMIS technologyspace.
The results would block the efforts of competitor organizations outside of the Kodak
team from entering DTMIS technologyspace effectively and then place Kodak in the
position to execute the long-term sphere technology maneuvers.
Technology Maneuvers:
•

•

Aggressively execute technology alliances with Time Warner for the technologies of:
• Cable networks
• Fiber optic networks
• GEO satellites
Aggressively execute technology alliance with Qualcomm for the technology of:
• LEO satellites
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•

•

•
•

Aggressively execute technology alliances with Disney for the technologies of:
• Image creative signal content
• Image signal production facilities
• Image signal generation and manipulation
Aggressively execute technology alliances with Philips for the technologies of:
• Fiber optic networks
• GEO satellites
• Optical disk systems
Aggressively execute technology alliances with Lucas THX for the technologies of:
• Electronic cinema specifications
Aggressively execute technology alliances with ETC group:
• Fully-integrated digital HD transmission technology

Long-Term Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Establish Kodak as the dominant player
in DTMIS.
The long-term set of maneuvers placed Kodak in control of the technology encirclement
offensive for DTMIS and gives Kodak control of the DTMIS technologyspace.
Kodak would achieve the objective through the execution of five technology alliances in
the near- and long-term to acquire and then maintain control of two lesser DTMIS
technologies, compression/decompression and digital data storage, not controlled by the
other members of the technology encirclement offensive team. This action positioned
Kodak as the dominant member of the team and the dominant player in DTMIS.
Kodak could do this because the technology encirclement offensive of DTMIS
technologies gave Kodak overriding control of the DTMIS technologyspace.
Technology Maneuvers:
•

•

Compression/decompression
• First, execute a technology alliance with Florida Atlantic University for
compression/decompression algorithms.
• Then, using FAU/Kodak technology, execute technology flank attack.
• Simultaneously execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defensive
maneuvers with Quvis for compression/decompression technology.
• Also,
execute
a
technology
alliance
with
DemograFX
for
compression/decompression and encryption technology.
Digital data storage
• Aggressively execute technology alliance with EMC for magnetic storage
technology for the near-term.
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•
•
•

Continue with technology alliance with IBM for magnetic storage technology for
the longer term.
Continue with technology alliance with LOTS technology for optical tape storage
technology for the longer term.
Execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defensive maneuvers for:
• Optical tape storage – Creo Products
• Electronic storage systems – Zytel
• Holographic storage systems – Stanford, California Institute of Technology
and IBM

What you have just seen is a summary of an authentic holistic technology strategy as
generated in Socrates Technology-Based Planning Automated Innovation. Achieving and
sustaining competitive advantage is essential for survival as Kodak and other US
companies are hopefully discovering. Achieving and sustaining competitive advantage is
an ongoing, continuous process carried out in the technologyspace that provides the
foundation for all organization planning and decision-making. MBAs are not trained in
this process, but if we are to survive as a superpower, we must prepare future leaders
properly to compete.
The result of shifting back to the natural basis for planning and decision-making,
technology acquisition and utilization to satisfy human needs, is an ongoing competitive
advantage that efficiently allocates all resources and ensures business viability
indefinitely.
Sekora and team presented this technology strategy to Kodak’s decision-making group of
technology experts on one side and MBAs and financial people on the other side of the
conference table. The CEO was at the head. Discussion went on for hours, sometimes
heated. It was the technology experts against the MBAs. In the end the CEO, trained and
experienced in MBA school finance-based planning, gave the nod to the MBAs. And the
rest is history.
Kodak was never a viable player in the Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging Systems
market. Kodak held on to its core competency, film technology, which was soon in
decline, never to recover. Its once superior technology became obsolete, flanked by very
astute technology-based planners of competitors. Kodak, once a proud successful model
of American ingenuity went into bankruptcy in January of 2012. The slide to bankruptcy
was long and painful. Its digital imaging patents, once valued at $2.2 billion were sold in
December 2012 for $525 million as part of the bankruptcy plan.
Kodak followed to a tee the navigation chart US business schools laid down as referenced
in Mr. Farrell’s article featuring Dr. Clayton Christensen, Harvard University. This
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scenario continues today in other companies as Socrates aims to disrupt the embedded
thinking and practices that disable our country’s institutions.
The Kodak story is a vivid example of self-inflicted disruptive innovation as illustrated in
Mr. Farrell’s article. Socrates dismisses disruptive innovation as only being a threat if
your organization is trapped in conventional thinking and practices. If that is where you
or your organization is, prepare for failure. Mr. Farrell’s article is based on an inaccurate
conclusion of a respected thought leader’s uninformed market view. The article
continues:
New B-School innovation theory changed Andy Grove’s mind
Christensen’s theory of innovation showed how “true revolutions occur, creating
new markets and wreaking havoc within industries. Think: the PC, the MP3, the
transistor radio. This insight — that managers might actually scuttle the ship by
following the navigational chart laid down in business school — shifted the way
people thought about innovation.13
There is no revolution here as claimed by the author but rather a potential, however
misunderstood and generally ignored, wake-up call for US organizations. Japanese
companies have conducted isolation and flanking maneuvers for decades. Dr. Christensen
just happened to swerve into some examples, make a few obvious deductions and write a
book about his revelations. But more importantly, US organizations remain finance-based,
market-oriented and continue to be unable to compete in the world marketplace.
It is sad but Mr. Farrell is correct in saying Dr. Christensen’s insight shifted the way
people thought about innovation. Yes, overnight some US leaders glommed onto a new
phrase, or what Sekora refers to as the next trick of the month. Academians, business
leaders and US venture capitalists assumed this new discovery was another US
breakthrough.
This claim of a revolution further illustrates our lack of awareness of how the world
competes. Disruptive innovation is merely an old technology-based planning isolation
and flanking maneuver used effectively against US financially driven frontal approaches.
Ironically, the US built herself into a super power through technology-based planning
until the shift to finance-based planning after WWII. All of the world’s most successful
economies use some form of technology-based planning, i.e., Japan, China, India, South
Korea and Germany. The Soviet Union also used it in their military buildup during the
Cold War. This is not a revelation to the rest of the world. Only US and some allies with
eyeshades make us unable to see how competition actually works. Technology-based
13

Paul B. Farrell, Capitalism is So Broken it Can’t be Fixed, MarketWatch, Feb 23, 2013.
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planning is simply the intuitive and natural way to survive and advance in a competitive
world. Socrates systematized the art of technology-based planning and made it a science.
Contradicting what the article states, “true revolutions (disruptive technology) creating
new markets and wrecking havoc within industries,” are absolutely predictable, and to
be caught off-guard is completely unnecessary. In fact Socrates had gone well beyond
this almost twenty years before Dr. Christensen, Andy Grove and later, Mr. Farrell’s
epiphany. Mr. Farrell’s article goes embarrassingly on:14
The story continues with New Yorker’s Larissa MacFarquhar: “In industry after
industry, Christensen discovered, the new technologies that had brought the big,
established companies to their knees weren’t better or more advanced — they
were actually worse. The new products were low-end, dumb, shoddy, and in
almost every way inferior. But the new products were usually cheaper and easier
to use, and so people or companies who were not rich or sophisticated enough for
the old ones started buying the new ones, and there were so many more of the
regular people than there were of the rich, sophisticated people that the
companies making the new products prospered. Christensen called these low-end
products disruptive technologies.
Setting aside the condescending style in the excerpt above, the general mass misdirection
of US managers and advisors has resulted in a series of superficial, false remedies.
As Sekora said many years ago and holds to this yet today:
“Our competitors look at how we are trained to compete and it’s like shooting
fish in a barrel. When we finally recognize an event that is outside our realm of
thinking it’s a major breakthrough for us and we use that isolated observation to
make a broad, all-encompassing conclusion like ‘disruptive innovation’ or the
‘innovator’s dilemma’ revolutionizes our thinking.”
Disruptive technology, innovator’s dilemma and open innovation are only a few
examples of how these superficial remedies introduced by “America’s top thinkers” are
not only ineffective but are counter-productive. Where there is some validity to them
conceptually, there utility in achieving competitive advantage may only work against
other organizations stuck in finance-based, market-constrained methods.
Mr. Farrell’s article describes Dr. Christensen’s discovery15 as follows:
“Yes, Andy Grove got it! Before “The Innovator’s Dilemma” was published,
Grove met with Christensen. Discussed his theory. Intel then created a new
14
15

Ibid
Ibid
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subsidiary to make “the Celeron chip, a cheap product that was ideal for the new
low-end PCs, and within a year it had captured 35% of the market.”
A serendipitous meeting of minds resulted in a glimpse of routine technology-based
planning and execution of competitive maneuvers by astute competitors. But this
revelation regarded by US thought leaders as a major discovery that would explain the
innovator’s dilemma, is only a small part of the innovation process. Proponents of the
innovator’s dilemma still did not come close to understanding how to effectively plan,
coordinate and execute innovation, competitiveness and strategy. As a result the
incomplete discovery may have ended up as misleading, creating a sense of false security
and being generally counter-productive.
The apparent enlightenment for Dr. Christensen initially and Andy Grove immediately
afterward, that by following the business school navigational chart will scuttle the ship,
was then and remains dangerously incomplete. Obviously the thinking of US business
and academic leaders has not shifted enough as Mr. Farrell suggested it did in his article.
Yet today our approach to planning, competitiveness, strategy and technology has not
changed. Market oriented finance-based planning remains the foundation for US
organizations as we foolishly remain victims of unseen market disruption on the
receiving end while naïvely building entire business strategies around this single concept
on the offensive end. In the meantime our country’s resources continue to be depleted
and capacity to transform runs out. It should be obvious to conventional thinkers that
something is still lacking but I see no evidence. In fact conventional thinkers seem to
embrace finance-based business management even more.
Andy Grove and Dr. Christensen are steeped in finance-based planning constrained by
market focus. Following the market is a natural reflex of finance-based planning and
market-orientation that is foundational in our society. Andy Grove appears to have fallen
into that natural reflex of that traditional market-based approach.
Although they glimpsed a technology isolation and flanking maneuver conducted in the
technologyspace they did not completely realize what they were seeing and naturally
attempted to address it from the conventional comfort zone of the marketplace. This is a
result of the institutionalized structural flaw of an improper foundation as suggested by
Dr. Nial Ferguson’s testimony discussed above.
Following the market does not provide competitive advantage as Andy Grove found out.
At best, the market-focused approach brings a company up to competitor levels and may
temporarily provide a financial payoff by cutting losses as in the case of Andy Grove’s
Intel. In the scenario as set forth in the article, the market orientation aspect of financebased planning remained the foundation for Andy Grove’s actions. His decision to
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protect the flank against low cost competitors was serendipitous, not systematically
planned and mapped in the technologyspace.
If Intel had switched to technology-based planning, they would have had a better chance
of actually achieving and sustaining competitive advantage, not just equaling it
temporarily. Meanwhile, their technology-based competitors continued to maneuver in
the technologyspace to once again, gain competitive advantage.
Users of Socrates have absolutely no reason to ever be surprised by disruptive technology,
as Dr. Christensen describes. On the other hand, users of Socrates will continue to very
precisely and systematically deploy disruptive innovations (flanking maneuvers) on their
competitors as part of a total technology strategy, i.e., Kodak technology strategy
summary above. And they will conduct those flanking maneuvers not only in the low-end,
dumb, shoddy, and in almost every way inferior slice of technologyspace (article’s
language not mine), but at every level depending on the technology strategy.
Above, we referred to the major breakthrough of Dr. Christensen and Andy Grove’s
discovery as only a glimpse of technology-based planning. The Kodak story provides one
look at an authentic technology strategy containing, among many maneuvers, technology
offensive and defensive flanks. Remember, the correct definition of strategy is a set of
actions not just a single maneuver, e.g., disruptive innovation, around which to build a
complete business plan.
To give you another perspective of how far away these thought leaders are from
understanding technology-based planning through automated innovation, here is the
small piece of technology-based planning process they saw.
In Socrates disruptive technology (technology flank) is systematically carried out as part
of a combination of maneuvers in the Socrates system function called Technology
Strategy Elements. A disruptive technology maneuver can be executed in Socrates
through one or a combination of Technology Strategy Elements, e.g., flank and/or
isolation maneuvers. The precise use of these two strategy elements in particular
depends on the competitive objective and related technology strategies of competitors,
which Socrates will determine and expose in a Technologyspace Map®.
The Technology Strategy Elements function in Socrates is a relatively small, but
important part of the system and occurs several steps into the technology strategy
development and execution process. Each step consists of closed and structured data sets,
providing the highest level of system integrity. The Technology Strategy Elements
function consists of nineteen possible technology offensive and defensive acquisition and
utilization maneuvers. Flank and isolation maneuvers are but two of the nineteen
maneuvers. Any one maneuver, such as flank or isolation in Socrates, is part of a set of
actions required to carry out a total near-, mid- and long-term technology strategy in the
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technologyspace, where competitors are constantly maneuvering for competitive
advantage. For further reference a set of actions involved in a technology strategy was
illustrated in the Kodak example above.
Supporting these nineteen Technology Strategy Elements are specific planning and
execution methods, tools, rules and philosophical guidelines.
Dr. Christensen and Andy Grove discovered one very minute part of one system function
in technology-based planning as systematized in Socrates technology-based planning
automated innovation. Their response was only a one-time reaction executed in the
marketplace, not the technologyspace. Neither Dr. Christensen nor Andy Grove ever saw
or understood the real discovery.
To effectively compete requires constant focus in the technologyspace to gain and
maintain competitive advantage. Competing in the technologyspace is a sustained process
based on astute offensive and defensive technology acquisition and utilization maneuvers.
Those sets of coherent actions produce technology strategy.

Socrates Disrupts
Boondoggle

“Big

Data,”

Another

“Manufactured”

A current example of a finance-based approach with a severely market-constrained view
to a potentially legitimate issue is “Big Data.” If left to conventional services, operating
exclusively from a marketplace view, this issue will turn out to be yet another massive
boondoggle for consultant and venture capitalists.
This example does not include a conventional thought leader with a glimpse of
technologyspace and technology-based planning. But at some point in the near future
someone will observe a high-impact event in the marketplace and inadvertently connect
that event to a technology maneuver precisely executed by an astute technology-based
planner in the technologyspace. Of course the observer will not likely recognize the event
as a “technology-based planning maneuver” conducted in the “technologyspace” but the
impact will be significant enough to be published. When you see it, let me know.
In the meantime “Big Data” has become a potentially huge and growing industry. In
some ways though, it is like the very mature billion dollar tax services industry that has
helped the “big four” (or whatever they are these days) accounting firms flourish and
grow. I can say this with some authority since I spent almost 5 years with Deloitte
Consulting, which by the way was an excellent consulting experience. But my experience
at Deloitte was with the big systems consulting group not the auditing and tax services
group.
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In my experience US tax code is so unnecessarily complicated that it takes teams of
specialists to manage corporate and individual obligations. When you read material on
Big Data, you get a similar impression. The way Big Data is being pursued, lacking a
concrete foundation, is another example of attempting to navigate a massive ocean
without a rudder. As a result the process becomes overly complicated, open to multiple
interpretations with no single starting point upon which everything else is connected.
The reality of the US tax system is that unless you or your organization hire the “best”
tax services available, you may be paying taxes you could otherwise avoid. It is part of
this massive financial shell game that has evolved from finance-based planning that
requires too many resources focused in the wrong places. In the case of taxes, the value
of services provided is manufactured, not natural.
For decades advancements in information technology have created more data available to
individuals and organizations than is manageable. Today it is not about acquiring more
data but how to manage the massive amount of data available.
Exploitation of, so called, Big Data is a potentially valuable source for growth and
advancement for organizations in every sector. As a result, for the last few years, Big
Data has become a lucrative startup industry. Hundreds of companies provide specialized
services to capture, store, secure, transmit, transform, and analyze data for economic
advantage. Finance-based, market-oriented thinking has made this a flourishing industry
with a growing perceived need for “Big Data” services.
In the US and generally across western societies, Big Data like all other planning and
decision-making is automatically approached from a finance-based, market-oriented
perspective. Because of this, Big Data is yet another manufactured US industry, in many
respects, just like the tax services industry. In its current and widely accepted form, Big
Data will bring little value while distracting and misdirecting decision-making leaving in
its wake wasted US organization resources.
In the meantime our technology-based competitors focus resources to efficiently manage
Big Data from a single foundation, technology acquisition and utilization for competitive
advantage. With this single purpose, competitive advantage through effective technology
acquisition and utilization, as the foundation, Big Data can be structured, organized and
managed effectively from the technologyspace. Through the use of Socrates tools to plan
and execute technology strategies for competitive advantage, massive databases can be
efficiently scoured for relevant data that specifically supports the technology strategy
targets being planned and executed. The assumptions are, as always in Socrates:
•

The purpose of all actions is advancement

•

Advancement requires competitive advantage

•

The source of all competitive advantage is technology
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•

Competitive advantage is achieved and sustained through the acquisition and
utilization of technology to satisfy human needs better than competitors

The need and purpose for exploiting Big Data will not change with this shift to
technology-based planning. The purpose for Big Data exploitation remains: Exploit Big
Data to achieve and sustain competitive advantage. By shifting to technology-based
planning, the natural foundation for all planning and decision-making, we have in place,
the proper foundation to support Big Data exploitation. With this natural and universal
foundation for managing Big Data in place, supported by Socrates tools, the process is
efficient, direct, straightforward and uncomplicated.
But the US Big Data industry is well underway with elaborate data capture, store, secure,
transmit, transform, and analysis systems operating in massive pools of structured and
unstructured data generated from the marketplace. This conventional US market-oriented
approach is an incredibly massive, complicated and expensive process that is, though
overwhelming, welcomed by Big Data service providers.
Absent of this proper foundation for managing Big Data, the literally unlimited
correlations of raw data that must be captured from the marketplace and transformed into
valuable information encourages conventional Big Data service providers to specialize in
categories where they have a particular market expertise. As a result, conventional Big
Data service providers are springing up in every specialized area imaginable to address
“information needs.” It’s like iPhone application providers unleashed.
This rush to Big Data has fueled another area for venture capitalists to exploit and here
they come. For as many information topics any of us can imagine there is an opportunity
for a Big Data application specialists. Venture capitalists are chomping at the bit to milk
this “manufactured industry” teeming with startups.
Without the proper foundation – technology acquisition and utilization for competitive
advantage – the value of Big Data services will remain illusive and fragmented with only
a manufactured appearance of value.

The Greatest Challenge of US Survival – Change and
Transformation
Socrates was the disruptive technology for conventional thinking, methods and practices.
Now we must execute. The question is, will the US transform or hold on to status quo?
Adoption of Socrates will be in stages at the speed of human change capability. The first
step toward adopting any major change is to understand and accept that transformation is
necessary, and inevitable, with consequences for failure. In the end it will happen
voluntarily or involuntarily, but regardless of how it happens it is necessary for survival.
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One factor in the speed of change is an acute awareness and general understanding of the
consequences of not changing. In the case of US transformation from finance to
technology-based planning, the consequences of failure are great. Unfortunately though,
the predictable response of conventional leadership is to sugarcoat and spin the obvious
events that otherwise signal danger to those paying attention. This slows the speed of
change.
Much of today’s economic news may be leading many to believe that things are getting
better. But until we are capable of competing, we cannot have sustained economic health.
Meanwhile the stock market is doing well at the writing of this book, despite slow growth
in gross national product (GNP) as fulltime, well-paying jobs remain scarce.
To have a true recovery, we must be able to establish a beachhead where we can compete
successfully. The most likely beachhead, and one that will impact our economy most in
the shortest amount of time, would seem to be our own domestic market. We must
become competitive here at home first and face the fact that there are consequences of
taking no action to become competitive, understand what those consequences are and
make a decision to change.
The Burning Platform has become a business lexicon that illustrates the need for radical
and immediate change. I hesitated to include it here but decided to do so because it may
serve some value in helping to make an important point about understanding the
consequences of failure to change.
Caution, some purists have ridiculed the story as annoying business jargon but here it
goes.
As I heard, the basis of the story is an actual event of an offshore oil platform supervisor.
I recall his name was Andy, and he worked on an oilrig in the North Atlantic. An
accident involving an explosion caused the platform to catch fire. Andy watched in horror
as some of his workers were caught in the fire, unable to escape while others jumped off
the rig into the frigid waters far below. The height of the jump itself could kill a person,
and even if one survived the fall, exposure in the icy water would cause death in only a
matter of minutes.
As Andy maneuvered around the rig avoiding the spreading fire, he came to the edge of
the platform. The choice was between certain death if he stayed and a high probability of
death if he jumped. As the story goes, Andy jumped into the frigid water, survived the
fall and was rescued by a group of other survivors who had somehow acquired a lifeboat.
Every major change has its burning platform, and the decision is the same. Do we stay
and face certain death by holding onto the rapidly deteriorating way of doing things, or
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do we change with some probability of remaining viable? We in the US are standing on a
burning platform, and it is decision time.
From the beginning of humankind, the process of change, managed or evolutionary, has
transitioned the way the world works. The Automated Innovation Revolution is as radical
as any major change preceding it and before it is all over, will impact humanity much
more than even the Industrial Revolution. Project Socrates’ technology-based planning
through automated innovation made the Automated Innovation Revolution possible. This
system and tools provide the vehicle that must realign human social, economic and
political institutional operations, beliefs and behaviors with the way the world has
changed and works today.
Socrates was specifically designed for this transformation. The problem is human nature's
built-in conflict between the need to survive and advance, which requires change, and
maintenance of status quo, requiring no change but ends in decline and eventual death.
The Socrates team researched all competition from the beginning of time that drove the
major leaps, e.g., hunters and gatherers to farmers and ranchers, Scientific Revolution,
Industrial Revolution, etc., to the Automated Innovation Revolution, where we teeter
today, (see Figure 3 in Chapter 6). These technology driven leaps did not happen
overnight. They took years, sometimes hundreds of years, not because the technology
was not developed, but because of the natural human resistance to adopt and adapt to new
ways.
These adoption and adaptation periods are slow and in some cases have held up the
inevitable for years, i.e., the Dark Ages. But change is inevitable and eventually prevails.
This is what is taking place today with the transition to the Automated Innovation
Revolution.
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Appendix One
Project Socrates Ten Findings
1. The foundation of all competitive advantage is a matter of satisfying the customer needs better than
the competition.

־
־
־
־

Any customer need if excelled at has the potential of providing a competitive advantage.
Needs defined from the customers' point of view--even if the customers' needs appear illogical or minor.
Must go beyond just meeting customer needs; excel at satisfying one or more customer needs.
Address holistically the set of customer needs.

2. Satisfying customers' needs is accomplished with technology.

 ־Technology is any application of science to accomplish a function.
 ־The science can be very leading edge or it can be well established.
 ־The function can be very critical, high visibility or it can be significantly more mundane.
3. To satisfy customer needs better than the competition, an organization or a region must exploit
technology more effectively than the competition.

 ־Must acquire technology more effectively than the competition and/or
 ־Must utilize technology more effectively than the competition.
4. Effectiveness of exploitation of technology dictated by four attributes inherent in all technology.

־
־
־
־

The definition of the technology by the laws of physics dictates which customer needs can be satisfied.
The capability level of the technology dictates to what level the customer needs can be satisfied.
The flow of the technology dictates how technology can be acquired and utilized to satisfy customer needs.
The evolution of definition, capability and flow dictates how the other three dimensions can be exploited.

5. Four attributes for all present and future technologies worldwide comprise four-dimensional
"technologyspace".

־
־
־
־
־

Tech structure -- The interconnection between all technologies as defined by the laws of physics.
Tech capability -- The ability of all technologies to accomplish functions.
Tech flow -- The flow of all technologies internally and externally to all organizations worldwide.
Time -- How the other three dimensions evolve forward.
No discontinuities in the four dimensional technologyspace.

6. Traditional planning methods, only address limited aspects of some of the dimensions of techspace.

 ־Traditional planning methods developed by experts viewing only a very narrow slice of competition.
 ־Socrates Project had a view of all forms of competition worldwide.
7. Organizations or regions must out-maneuver competitors in one or more of the four dimensions of
technologyspace to generate a competitive advantage.

 ־Out-maneuvering in a dimension equates to using that tech attribute more effectively than the competition.
 ־Dimensions orthogonal -- Movement in one dimension can be independent of movement in other dimensions.
8. Maneuvering in technologyspace same as maneuvering on the military battlefield; the science of
military strategy can be used as the basis for strategies in technologyspace.

 ־Technology behaves like military resources when it comes to their exploitation for a competitive advantage.
 ־Thousands of years of experience of the science of military strategy can be drawn from.
9. Elements of military strategy are highly fragmented, must be consolidated into a logical structure.

 ־Science of military strategy consists of writings of the lessons learned by the great captains of war.
 ־Dissecting wide range of writings enabled universal truths to be extracted and a logical structure developed.
10. Combining logically structured military strategy elements with 4-D techspace produces a set of
elements for technology strategies that enables an organization or a region to consistently outmaneuver the competition in the exploitation of technology for the maximum competitive advantage.

־
־
־
־

The set of elements for a technology strategy are a closed set.
Each tech strategy element is precisely defined in terms of one or more of the four dimensions of techspace.
The strengths of each tech strategy element is dictated by one or more of the four dimensions of techspace.
The technology strategy elements do not change with time.
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